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Best and Worst
15 - 60 Min; 5-35 Pax

Material

● Pens and papers

● Hat or container

Game Rules

Ask each person in the group to write down one “best” and one “worst” question about

something that they want to learn about the other players, for example:

• What's the best recipe you know?

• What's the worst injury you've ever had?

• What's the best thing you've ever smelled?

• What's the worst present you have ever given someone?

• What's the best voicemail you have ever received?

• What's the worst trip you have ever taken?

Put all the written ideas in a hat and have everyone pick 2 of them at random (meaning

they might get their own question)! Go around the circle and have everyone share their

answers and brief related stories.

Alternative: optional ways to continue to involve everyone. The picked question can be

asked to anyone who the pickers choose, not necessarily himself/herself

Protect the Chair
Material

● Chairs, stopwatch and something to tie the legs of 1 participant
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● How prepare the material: Put the chairs in a circle (number = participants

minus 1);

Game Rules

● The amount of people in a team can vary, could be 10 or could be 30; now let’s

count on a team of 20 people.

● Choose a game coordinator. He is out of the team but he is also participating, his

legs have to be tied together. There are chairs (19 of them) standing all around

with about 1 m distance from each other, directed to different ways. Team

members are sitting on the chairs, the game coordinator is standing on the side

of the game area and there is an empty chair is on the other side. Then there is a

person with a stopwatch. The person with tied legs is trying his best to reach any

free chair and sit on it; the task of the team is to not let him, trying to protect the

chairs for at least 1 min.

● Limits: only one person may sit on one chair. When a member gets up from his

chair he has to sit on a chair that is at least 2 chairs down from the one he was

sitting on. Once he stands uphe cannot sit again on the same place.

● It is forbidden to stop the tied person physically. It is forbidden to move with the

chairs.

● The game touches many fields of team work. Seeing who the natural leader is,

trying to lead the team to success. Seeing if the team members are open to listen

to each other’s ideas and seeing if they are up to realize them. The most

important issues of the game are perception, awareness and concentration.

Some kind of telepathy must exist, where the participants are able to tell who is

getting up from his chair and who is going to get up to protect his. You must be

very aware of the people around you to make the right decision on whether you

should or shouldn’t get up of your chair to protect the one you see needs it. It is

very difficult and it is recommended to do such a game with a team that has

previously learned and worked together, that way they can apply all their team
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work knowledge and can be able to guess each other’s mind. A game is very

much based on social awareness.

● The team fails in about 2-5 seconds several times. Giving them more time to

think about it they prolong it to 15-30 seconds. One minute is not important, the

game itself is important. Speak about awareness and concentration only at the

several last tries.

Mine Field
Material

● Paper (at least 24 sheets) or a visible duct tape

● How to prepare the material: Create 2 (max 4) mine fields creating “cells” from a

paper or duct tape (size 4x4 or 3x4); Select 1 game coordinator (per field) that is

not participating. Game coordinators have secret maps showing a safe way to

the other side of the mine field.

Game Rules

● Divide the participants into small groups (of 7-10 people).

● Draw a “mine field” for each of them. As an example you can use this drawing:

A B C D

X 1

X 2

X 3

X 4

● In each row (1, 2, 3 and 4) there is just one cell without a mine (marked with x).

Participants have to discover the way to the other side of the room passing the
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mine field without stepping on any mine. Important rule: they cannot speak and

they have to be standing in line.

● The first person will try to enter the field. Let’s say he steps on cell A4. He fails

as it’s not a safe cell. The game coordinator will ask him to go to the end of the

line. Person 2 steps in and he chooses field B4. The game coordinator will allow

him to continue. If he then chooses C3 the coordinator will ask him to go to the

end of the line.

● The purpose of the game is to help all team members to pass the field without

talking to each other. Gestures are allowed. It helps to learn how to pay

attention to others and cooperate.

● If in the meantime one of the participants fails and steps on a mine all others that

have already passed the whole mine field have to go back to the starting side.

● First team to take all its members to the other side of the field is a winner.

2 truths and a lie
Material

● 1 sheet of paper per person and pens

● How to prepare the material

○ Give a sheet of paper and a pen to each participant. Ask every participant

to write on their paper two things they have done and one that they

haven’t. The more unique and interesting, the better. The other

participants have to guess, which things are true and which are lies. These

card are named “index cards”.

Game Rules

● ID Guessing Game: collect the index cards from everyone. The group needs to

vote on who they think the card represents and which item they think they

haven’t done.

● Two Truths and a Dream Wish: instead of stating a lie, a person says something

that is not true — yet something that they wish to be true. For example, someone
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that has never been to Hawaii might say: “I have visited Hawaii when I was

young.” This interesting spin often leads to unexpected, fascinating results, as

people often share touching wishes about their lives.

Whose Story
Material

● Pen, paper and a container

● How to prepare the material

○ Pass out sheets of paper and pens. Ask everyone to write down a brief

story or experience that happened to them along with their name. The

more bizarre, the better.

Game Rules

● Fold the sheets of paper and put them into the container, shuffling them and

mixing them up. A mediator picks out four sheets of paper and calls out the

names of the people.

● These people go and sit on chairs or a couch apart from the group. The mediator

reads out the stories and then the group tries to figure out whose story is each.

The group does this by asking different people to tell different stories.

● The people on the couch try to convince the group that the story they tell really

is theirs. After everyone on the couch has told a few different stories, the group

votes. This is repeated until everyone has gone up.

● The main goal of the game is to have fun telling stories and learn a few

interesting or humorous facts about each other.

Mix & Meet
● Get each person to grab some M&M's. Tell them not to eat them. Assign a

different meaning to each colour:

○ Blue = family

○ Green = school
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○ Yellow = friends

○ Red = hobbies

○ Brown = music/movies

● As many M&Ms they have in their hand, that is how many facts they have to tell.

For example, if they have three blue buttons, they would have to say three facts

about their family. This game can also be played with toilet paper. They rip as

many sheets they would normally 'use', and then have to say a fact about them

per each sheet of toilet paper they have.

Human Bingo
● Number of pax: any

● Time: 20 mins, can be extended by adding more fields or by extending the

presentation phase (=facilitator asks more follow-up questions)

● Materials needed: printouts and pens (as many as pax)

● Preparation: Charts of 5 by 5 fields: In each field, write a statement that could

apply to a person in the group. These can be attributes (has/lives …),

hobbies/interests/dislikes (likes/does not like.../ does…), special experiences (has

done…), skills (plays/knows/can …) fun facts etc.

● It is helpful to include some statements that are related to the topic of the

workshop to already make pax think and discuss about certain aspects of the

topic. Also, the statements can be a great conversation starter for a later coffee

break.

● Print as many copies as there are participants.

● Facilitation: The goal of the game is to fill all fields of the chart with names of

people as fast as possible. Pax should mingle and talk to others; once one have

identified a person to whom one of the statements applies, one can write down

the respective name in the respective field. It is not allowed to write down one’s

own name.

● The game is over when a person has filled in all fields. That person is the winner.
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● If nobody has filled in all the fields after 15 minutes, the game is also over. The

winner then is the person that has filled in most fields.

● After identifying the winner, the facilitator checks some of the winner’s fields by

pointing out the respective person. The facilitator asks that person a few follow

up questions about the statement or has him/her demonstrate the respective

skill.

Where do I stand?
● Number of pax: any

● Time: adaptable, depending on the number of rounds, at least 15 min

● Materials needed: none

● Preparation: Prepare criteria/questions/statements beforehand. They can

already make pax think about the topic of the workshop, so ideally the

statements are about personal features, opinions and experiences related to the

workshop topic.

● For example, in a workshop on intercultural communication, one question could

be the number of languages pax speak or how many times they have lived

abroad. This way, they can to know each other while being introduced to the

topic.

● Facilitation:

○ An imaginatory line (or marked with tape) presents a scale ranging from

“none” to “a lot” or “smallest number” to “largest number” or “completely

disagree” to “completely agree”.

○ The facilitator reads one question/statement per round and asks pax to

place themselves on the scale accordingly. They should talk to each other

during the process to place themselves correctly. There best way to check

if everyone understood the briefing is a trial round with an easy

question/statement. (e.g., How old are you?, I like ice cream.)

○ After each round, the facilitator can
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○ Check where people stand, if it’s a measurable criterion (e.g. ask pax one

by one how many languages they speak to see how they are distributed.)

○ Comment on the distribution (e.g. “I see all of you have extensive

experience with living abroad. This will be helpful when we talk about

topic xyz in the workshop.”

○ Ask a follow up question to selected pax (“Which languages do you

speak?”).

○ Ask selected pax why they stand where they stand (ideally pax from

different ends of the scale).

○ If the group is very big/ the room is small/ pax chat a lot on the side, the

setting can be changed to a semi-circle. This way, it is easier to retain the

attention and to listen to each other.

Drawing: Answering questions
● Number of pax: up to 15

● Time: depending on number of pax. 20-40 min

● Materials needed: blank sheets of paper (as many as pax), pens in many different

colors

● Preparation: Prepare four features/questions that you want pax to know about

each other. It can be personal features or already aspects related to the

workshop topic (e.g., my hobbies, my favorite place, my personal idea of gender

equality [if it’s a workshop on gender equality], how I travelled here). If you want

to go more in depth or have many pax, you can reduce it to fewer questions.

● Facilitation: Ask pax to fold the sheet of paper twice to create 4 quadrants.

Assign a question/feature to each quadrant. Then ask pax to draw the answer.

The drawings can be abstract or use symbols or symbolic colours. Pax should be

creative!

● After 10-15 mins, ask the pax one by one to present and explain their drawings

to the group.
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Drawing: presenting your partner
● Number of pax: up to 15

● Time: depending on number of pax. 40-60 min

● Materials needed: blank sheets of paper (as many as pax), pens in many different

colors, (possibly different types of pens: pencils, markers, crayons etc.)

● Preparation: Put pens in a place that is well-accessible for everyone.

● Facilitation: Pax are asked to find a partner who they do not know yet and sit

together (it is up to the facilitator how exactly this is done). Pax introduce

themselves to the partner and vice versa. The partner is encouraged to ask

questions about things he/she is curious about. After 15 mins both partners

should have introduced themselves.

● Then, everyone is asked to draw a picture that represents the person they just

met. It does not have to show a person, but can as well be abstract. They should

think about the colours and types of pens they use to represent the other

person.

● When pax have finished drawing, pax one by one present their partners to the

whole group by explaining their drawings.

Hot chair
● Number of pax: small groups (up to 8) that don’t know each other

● Time: depending on number of pax. 20-45 min

● Materials needed: notebooks/sheets of paper and pens (as many as pax)

● Preparation: none

● Facilitation: A single chair, the “hot chair”, is placed facing the other pax sitting in

a semi-circle. Pax by pax comes to sit on the hot chair which means they are

being introduced to the rest of the group. However, everyone introduced by the

other pax. This can include attributes, hobbies, experiences, likes/dislikes etc. As
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pax don’t know each other, the task is to make assumptions based on the first

impression of the respective person on the hot chair. There is no right and

wrong, pax should just come up with as many things as possible. There is no

certain order, pax should just say what comes to their mind.

● The facilitator should encourage pax that have not spoken yet, as the exercise

also serves the purpose of creating a safe space where everyone feels free to

talk without overthinking and nothing is right or wrong.

● The person on the hot chair remains silent during this process and writes down

everything that the others say. When enough features have been collected, the

person on the hot chair explains which of the things that were said are right and

which ones not (based on the notes he/she took). Then the person moves back to

the semi-circle and the next person takes the hot chair.

● It is helpful, if the facilitator is on the hot chair in the first round to demonstrate

how the method works and to establish trust in the group by exposing

him-/herself.

Speed Dating
● Number of pax: any

● Time: adaptable, at least 15 min

● Materials needed: none

● Preparation: prepare questions. They can already make pax think about the

topic of the workshop, so ideally the questions are about personal features,

opinions and experiences related to the workshop topic.

● Facilitation: The game is played in several rounds (4-5 min each). Each round

focuses on one question or, alternatively, a question can remain for various

rounds (if it is particularly interesting to gather different opinions on it). In each

round, pax are asked to get together with a new partner, ideally somebody they

have not talked to before. When the pairs have formed, the facilitator reads the

question and pax exchange about it. Both partners should speak during each
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round. When a round is over, the facilitator gives a signal and asks pax to find a

new partner for the next question.

● Optionally, after certain rounds (i.e. rounds whose topic is particularly

interesting for the workshop) or in the very end, the facilitator can ask if

somebody would like to share insights with the whole group.

Personal Items
● Number of pax: up to 20

● Time: dependent on number of pax. 15-30 mins

● Materials needed: a small bag

● Preparation: none

● Facilitation: Every person should select a personal item they have with them. It

can be an item that describes something about the person, with which a

personal memory affiliated or that the owner likes a lot. The facilitator collects

all items in a bag.

● Then, the facilitator draws the items one by one. Once an item is presented to

the group, pax have to guess whose it is. When the owner is found, the item is

returned and the facilitator asks the owner why he/she chose that item.

Depending on the time and how talkative the owner is, the facilitator can ask

follow up questions (“So your item shows you like soccer. What is your favourite

club?”)

Name Game
● Number of pax: any, but should be a group size for which it still makes sense to

know all individual names

● Time: adaptive, at least 5 mins

● Materials needed: none
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● Preparation: none

● Facilitation: Pax stand in a circle. One person is in the circle. That person starts

by saying a name and pointing at the respective person. The person who started

takes the place of the other person. The named person immediately calls the

name of another pax and points at him/her, then takes his/her place. The next

person continues etc.

● The pace of the game should be quite quick, so that pax are actually constantly

moving and not staying in the center of the circle. The facilitator should

encourage pax to play faster when the speed is too low.

● This game can also be used as an energizer throughout the workshop/training to

keep practising the names.

Variation of Present Your Partner
● Number of pax: Any, just keep in mind the duration will increase accordingly

with each pair. (best to keep to no more than 20, will get boring for people to just

wait and listen to others)

● Time: 5 min for the main activity, 2-3 min per pair to introduce to the group.

● Materials needed: none

● Preparation: none OR learn what topic connects the participants for added

interest and flavour.

● Facilitation: Pair up pax. Either by those they least know or your preferred

grouping activity (molecules).

● If you see a common topic (sports university? - olympic athlete interview,

teambuilding with superhero theme? - interview of a superhero. In those cases

allow people to introduce themselves as having achieved or having what they

dream of having within that topic.)

● One person will be an interviewer while the other the interviewee!
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Three Paper Swap
● Number of pax: Any, the more the merrier! More people, more unique questions

a person will experience. Less people, you’ll be forced to wrap-up sooner.

● Time: 20min minimum. Up to 1h.

● Materials needed: 3 paper pieces/notes per person, pens if pax don’t have any.

● Preparation: none or prepare your own questions, so the examples are thought

out.

● Facilitation: Most important part of this activity is setting the tone, the example.

You and your co-trainer or volunteer show how the interaction plays out:

● Each person has 3 papers and writes unique questions to which he wants to hear

answers from others. (simple examples - favourite country? Food?.. Will result in

more of the same simple questions from pax. Deeper questions will invite the

same from pax.) Most importantly, stress that the questions need to be open

questions.

Anti-Exchange
● Material

○ Role cards

● How to prepare the material

○ You can print the ready ones (see annex) or create your personalized

ones.

Game Rules

● The game guide assigns a role to each participant in a way that participants can’t

know the others’ role.

1. Anti-Exchange: wants to prevent from going on Erasmus exchange.

2. Buddy: Tries to find out who is blocking students to go on Erasmus.
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3. Local student: tries to survive and find the one who is preventing

students from going on exchange.

4. Speed Date (Optional): before the game starts this character assigns two

persons to be lovers, Speed Date can assign a lover role to itself.

5. Lovers (Optional): The couple tries to survive in secret; if one of the

lovers can’t go on Erasmus the other lover resigns his/her application in

sorrow.

6. The Teacher (Optional): awakens with the Anti-Erasmus and sees who is

blocking the students’ Erasmus applications.

7. International Office (Optional): Can revive or cancel the Erasmus

applications of any student at any time, but both only once during the

game.

8. Exchange Student (Optional): can change his card to any other between

two cards of other students, if both cards are the Anti-Exchange the

exchange student becomes one of the Anti-Erasmus.

9. ESN Specific: LB Member (Optional): knows the role of a participant of own

choice every night

10. ESN Specific: IB member (Optional): when killed, he can have a revenge

choosing who he kills as his final act.

11. ESN Specific:Section President (Optional): assigned by students’ vote, the vote

of the ESNer counts for two.

● The story begins with the guidance of the game guide.

● Special roles are called to act in secret from the rest, in the following order:

Anti-Erasmus, International Office, LB Member.

● The participants have to discover who is tricking students to go on Erasmus

discussing together to decide who to eliminate.

● The game ends when one of the possible ends is reached.
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